South Africa’s foremost
independent provider of
PREMIUM FINANCE

Our team of specialists
Our highly experienced team of specialists, backed
by best-in-class systems, delivers an unparalleled
experience to discerning clients.
Fulcrum is the largest independently owned, and
most reputable provider of Premium Finance within the
South African marketplace.
Delarey van Dyk
Managing Director at Fulcrum Premium Finance

Our Premium
Financing solution.
Our simple, established and
independently funded financing solution
is provided at sustainable rates that still
beat the bank.

The funding mechanism promotes the benefits
of corporate and commercial clients electing
annual insurance policies whilst ensuring that
the upfront payment requirement does not
impact their cash flow requirements.

What are the
financial benefits of
Premium Financing?
Preservation of capital by
amortising premium over
the year as opposed to
one lump sum payment.

Access to attractive
funding on short
notice.

Additional source of
finance at competitive
rates which does not affect
current banking facilities.

Earn more on retained
capital than through
paying annual insurance
premiums upfront.

How do
brokers
benefit?

Financial benefit
Brokers will receive the full
annual fees and commissions
upfront, providing a welcome
cash injection into the business.

Client retention
Annual policies ensure that
clients are less likely to move to
another brokerage during the
term of the policy.

Reduced administration
Fulcrum handles the debit orders
and credit control.

Fulcrum Collections
As a member of the Fulcrum
Group, we can offer a seamless
Premium Collection Service.

How brokers decide
if Premium Finance is
right for their clients?
Clients which require free cash flow or leverage stand to benefit
substantially through Premium Financing, without having to approach
the bank.
During these difficult times, many clients are approaching insurers
to reschedule annualised insurance. Typically, Premium Finance is a
cheaper alternative.
Where your clients have multiple lines of insurance with different
insurers or where those insurers require premiums to be paid annually,
Premium Finance may be the only solution.
In times of uncertainty businesses need a seamless and safe solution.
Fulcrum remains SA’s most trusted, professional and reliable provider.

Brokers should consider Premium
Financing for all their clients including
those that have sizeable or complex
insurance policies.

What is the process of
setting up a Premium
Finance facility?
The following information is required in order for
Fulcrum to expedite the application:
Client Info Sheet required to be completed by the Insured.
Audited Financial Statements (applicable for annual premiums in
excess of R1 mil) together with Management Accounts in the event of
financials being older than 6 months.

Once in receipt of an annual
insurance quote, either the
Client or the Broker may
contact Fulcrum directly for a
Premium Finance quotation.

Premium Breakdown and/or Debit notes will be requested
from the Broker.
Following perusal of the above information, Fulcrum will provide
the client with a quote, which upon acceptance is converted into
a Loan Agreement and sent to the client for final signature.
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Broker
quotes client
annual insurance
premium and
asks if Premium
Financing is
required.
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Once
activated, Fulcrum
collects the
instalments due
and pays the
premium to the
Insurer / Broker*.
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We pride ourselves on a
turnaround of no longer
than 24 hours.

If the client
accepts the quotation,
Fulcrum will draft the
documentation
and send it through
for signature.

* In line with the policy requirements
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Fulcrum will then
provide client
and/or
broker with a
Premium Financing
quotation.
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Broker or Insured
contacts Fulcrum
Portfolio Manager
for a quotation.
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Portfolio
manager requests
client info:
- Client Info Sheet
- AFS (premiums >
R 1 mil)
- Premium
Breakdown.

Insurance
Premium
Finance process.

How we
add it all
up.

Annual Premium
Interest Rate @ e.g. 3.6% flat:

R500,000.00
R18,000.00

(9.53% NACM*)
Admin Fee
Total Amount Due

TBA
R518,000.00

Repayable:
First Instalment is collected

R51,800.00

(On signature of agreement)
Remaining nine instalments collected

R51,800.00

(Monthly by Debit order)
VAT Benefit:
(Claimable upfront at beginning of period)

R62,217.39

* Nominal Annual
Annual Compounded
CompoundedMonth
Monthly
ly
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Managing Director
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National Operations Manager
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